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Dear Parents and Carers 
 
We have had an excellent start to the new school year. 
 
◼ Covid-19 Vaccinations  for 16-17 Year olds 
Young people aged 16 and over can now get a Covid vaccination.  Our Sixth Form students had the 
opportunity to get vaccinated on site this week. 
 
◼ Covid-19 Vaccinations for 12-15 Year olds 
As you may be aware, the Government has announced that all 12-15 year olds are eligible to be offered a 
vaccination against Covid-19.  These vaccinations are voluntary and, whilst they will be given in school, the 
process will be managed by Public Health England and the NHS in line with other vaccinations offered to 
young people. 
  
We will write to you separately about this as I appreciate that parents and students may have questions.  We 
will continue to follow the advice of the NHS and Public Health England throughout this process and, as a 
school, our approach will be in line with the guidance we receive from them. 
 
◼ Extra-curricular Programme 
Here is a link to our extra-curricular programme.  This is a vital part of school life, so please encourage your 
child(ren) to attend as many clubs as possible.  
Extra-Curricular Timetable - Autumn 2021.pdf (whgs-academy.org) 
 
◼ Parental Consent Forms (PCFs) for Educational Trips 
To simplify obtaining parental consent for trips and to limit the number of times a parent/carer is required 
to complete forms to give consent for trips/visits, we are asking parent/carers to complete an online annual 
Parental Consent Form.  This Parental Consent Form will only be used to cover visits/trips that take place 
during the school day and regular evening enrichment activities under the supervision of school staff.  It will 
also cover routine or regular school sporting fixtures in the local area of Greater Manchester.  A letter with a 
link to this form has recently been sent out. 
 
◼ Key Stage 3 Form Groups 
In Key Stage 3, students are placed into teaching and form classes according to their prior achievement in 
Year 6.  There are three bands: X1 and Y1 (highest band); X2 and Y2; and X3 and Y3.  Students with a reading 
age of 9.5 or less are placed in the Y band so that they can receive additional literacy intervention. There is 
also a T band which is a smaller, transition class.  
 
 
/continued 

https://www.whgs-academy.org/Portals/0/Enrichment/Extra-Curricular%20Timetable%20-%20Autumn%202021.pdf?ver=5V2X5hCiycgioI4zKE_u4w%3d%3d


The class that students are placed in is determined by their achievement in Maths and English.  In Year 7 this 
is determined by the information received from feeder primary schools initially and then adjusted according 
to the baseline assessments completed in Maths and English at the start of Year 7.  In Years 8 and 9 this is 
determined by their performance throughout the year in Maths and English.  Students can move within the 
ability bands throughout the year as and when the need arises.  We will write to you shortly with more 
information. 
 
◼ Homework Timetable 
This will be available on the website later next week. 
 
◼ Charities 
After your extremely generous donations to the Manchester South Central Food Bank last year, our Heads of 
School have decided to adopt this as their charity throughout this year. Please keep an eye out for notices 
about our collection weeks.  
 
◼ Attendance 
We know that all students will require some degree of catch up after the disruption of the past year.  It is 
therefore essential that every student attends every day from the beginning of term so that we can quickly 
return to normal curriculum content.  Attendance will be required at school and will be monitored as it has 
been in the past.  Unauthorised absence will be treated as such and followed up accordingly. 
 
◼ Behaviour and Uniform 
All the school’s existing policies and expectations on issues such as behaviour and uniform will be in place as 
normal with updates as required to reflect adherence to safety and hygiene measures.  Pupils will be allowed 
to wear coats in school.  However, hoodies are not allowed to be worn under blazers or in place of coats. 
 
◼ On-line Learning and Chromebooks 
In the event of any students having to self-isolate or a local lockdown, lessons will be available on-line.  Once 
again, the support of parents in ensuring children access these resources will be vital.  If your child doesn’t 
have computer access at home, please email me to request a Chromebook at peter.mulholland@whgs-
academy.org  
 
Thank you for your patience and understanding over the past eighteen months.  We know that there is a 
great deal to do and that the year ahead may still be subject to some interruptions, but we are entirely 
focused on making sure that in every lesson, every day, every student continues to learn and thrive. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
P Mulholland 
Principal  
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